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Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani,
after GC had sent schedule
of programmes through SMS
message and college website
announcement, welcomed
the new students of Gulf College in an induction programme at the J-Hall where
pertinent provisions were
discussed.
“We welcome you all in GC. It
is the mission of GC to offer
you internationally recognised
and innovative academic qualifications that are appropriate to
all your needs, your future job
market, and adhere to the
standards of excellence,” Dr.
Taki commenced his speech.
The college during the

It is difficult to reverse the
trend of passive behaviour of
students but once one or two
from amongst them persist
to curve the trend they would
readily like to be active catalysts and leaders.
This realism practically happened at GC when two of its
students took initiative of tipping their ways to AIESEC
(Internationale des Etudiants
en Sciences Economiques et
Commerciales) as members
and at the same time leaders.
Islam Alguzuli and Ahmed Nadir are among the recognised
60,000 students from around
the world as recruited members
of AIESEC, world’s largest student-run organisation. Islam
and Ahmed, both students in

induction programme distributed to each student a copy of
the Student Handbook which
Dr. Taki kept on reiterating that
it is the responsibility of the
individual students to read and
understand the contents to
guide them in their stay in the
college.
The students were oriented
with the academic policies and
procedures, activities, student
services, and rules and regulations for student discipline
which are all stipulated in the
Student Handbook.
The key officials were also presented to the new students and
gave their brief messages.
(Continued ….Page 4)

the Faculty of Business Studies, signified their interest to be
members of the said organization because they wanted to
experience the AIESEC’s
promising platform for youth
leadership development.
Islam said repeatedly that her
membership to AIESEC will
help her boost professional
skills required for employment
because the local sector where
she is a member offers exchange opportunities in professional and volunteering internships in 113 counties.
“We do not allow this opportunity which is earmarked for us to
wane and cripple on our way
without having experienced
them,” Islam disclosed.
I s l a m
Alguzuli
(Rear
L)
with other
A IES EC
members
from
the
US, Jordan
and Egypt
in
one
international gathering
held
in
M usca t
City, Oman.
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Dr. Taki Al Abduwani (Top L) presents
the key officials (Top R) and inducts
the new students (Bottom) during the
Induction Programme held at J-Hall.

FFS holds pastoral
To monitor the consistent provision of personal tutoring services,
the Faculty of Foundation Studies (FFS) rendered summer pastoral support to 41 students who were identified as “at risks” and
willing to undergo academic advising and short training support
in General English held at J-Hall from 8th to 11th September
2012.
The students who took the
one-week pastoral support
belong to Semester 1 as
per result of the Award
Board held 10th of August
2012. They signified their
interest to the GC Dean’s
Office to attend the array of
activities programmed for
them to improve their level
either in the Bands or in the
IFP stream.
The personal tutors gave
appropriate academic support in the four macro skills,
reinforced various concepts
learned in the classroom in
the previous semester, and
provided opportunities and
extension tasks to

investigate and explore ideas.
The students were encouraged
to complete homework and
group activities on the level and
nature of support appropriate to
develop independent learning
and collaborative skills, with support of the assigned tutors.
The pastoral support ended with
the administration of complete
assessment tasks to the students by the personal tutors at
the J-Hall from 15th to 18th of
August. The results showed that
11 students have elevated their
level.
It can be noted that the conduct
of the pastoral support to students at risks was one of the
OAAA’s recommendations (item
16 in the Quality Audit Report)
published last November 2011.
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Senior
Li brari an Ms.
Encarnacion
C r u z
(Top)
and her
staff Mr.
Al-Khalil
Alabdali
(Below)
a r e
cat al oguing
the new
books at
t h e
library
so that
students
can use
them for
t h i s
s emes ter AY
20122013.

Library holdings
increase this year
The Oman Academic Accreditation
Authorit y
(OAAA) in its 11th November report last academic
year affirmed that GC Library needs to continue
grows its collection size
for its increasing student
population.

aside from those from the 700
MBA references available at the
postgraduate school.
The current library holdings of
GC complements with the 45,000
volumes of books which are very
much available in the e-library of
the college.

To address this affirmation as
agreed by the GC administration, 321 new volumes of books
related to the modules in the
Faculty of Computing Sciences
and Business Studies were
acquired this September, Senior Librarian Ms. Encarnacion
Cruz said in her monthly report.

Mrs. Cruz also mentioned that
the said e-library can be accessed in the website of GC
which is open to all students in all
the laboratory rooms and learning resource centre of the college
library.
This will likewise ensure better
services like computers and
internet access, photocopying
The administration assured that
and printing resources to give
more volumes will be acquired as
a higher satisfaction to stuShe further cited that the new soon as the campus will transfer
dents and staff both in the unacquisition increases the pre- to its new campus in Mabela.
dergraduate and postgraduate
sent library holdings which is
approximately 4,400 volumes
representing the 2,000 titles

2

programmes.
The increase of the library
holdings is attributed to the
effort of the Board of Directors, administration and finance department to increase its budgetary allocation to library services.

For AY 2011-2012

Award Boards confer degrees to 275 grads
Award Boards of Staffordshire University and Gulf
College conferred upon
the students the appropriate honours degree after
having complied with the
final semester modules
and credit requirements
which eventually qualified
them to be candidates for
graduation,
Academic
Year 2011-2012.

As a result of two separate
meetings last August and September in the Faculty of Business Studies and Faculty of
Computing Sciences, the
Award Board revealed results
as follows: 43-BA Accounting
(Hons), 1-BA Business Economics (Hons), 24- BA Finance
(Hons), 9-BA Marketing Management (Hons), 4- BA Travel
and Tourism Management
(Hons), 118- BA Business Management (Hons), 27- BSC Information Systems (Hons), 22BSC Mobile Computing (Hons),
7- BSC Computing Science
(Hons), 20- BSC Computer
Science (Hons).

The award board meetings ran
smoothly because it was
attributed to a series of rigid
internal and external moderation processes during the assessment period and the wellorganised Assessment Boards,
the Heads of the Faculty of
Business Studies and Faculty
of Computing Sciences explained.
As to this press date, the Faculty Coordinators and Admission
and Registration Department of
GC have started releasing results to students.

Meanwhile, the FFS Head Mr.
Masood Khan, through Academic Coordinator Ms. Mel
Lomuntad, reported that there
are 61 who passed the FS
route while there were 188 who
passed the Bands route as a
result of the Award Board in the
FFS.
The said students are now allowed to commence their specialisation next semester either
in the Business Studies or
Computing Sciences.

Gulf College Key Features:
* Bsc and BA with honours in three years
*Previous qualifications and other courses are considered under
the APL system
*Degree certificate is issued by Staffordshire University, U.K.
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FUTURE starts at FFS

enthusiastic in attending my classes. More funny to note, I felt as if
it was my first time to go to school
when in fact it was not. There was
a feeling of excitement and a drizzle of nervousness but everything
went right as time went by. I met
new friends, teachers and classmates. I knew that my life would
become different because I ushered myself in taking more opportunities that nurture my minds as I
The first day was amazing. Yes, trudge daily to school campus and
brush elbows with fellow students.
amazing! I was impressed and very
Carefully I planned my studies in
school and at home. I must honestly admit that my homework in writing and reading were endless
ropes, one after the other as I pile
my papers in my file. At first, I
couldn’t understand why I have to
review my lessons everyday and do
series of practice tests regularly. I
realised that mastery of skills takes
place not only in a wink of an eye
but it happens in many nights of
burning my midnight candles.
Grammar rules and application
almost made me vomit. That is
honestly true. I almost gave up my
foundation course. It was nice however that I did not follow my instinct
or else I would have not finished it
like a few whom I know quitted due
to lack of perseverance.
I earned many experiences in my
Foundation year at Gulf College. I
thought I was good enough but I
found myself insufficient. Each day
I learned new things. Everything
comes new so I was motivated to
give my giant leap and best shot to
fill my pockets with many concepts
and theories from my teachers and
classmates. It is really different to
be in school. Really, it is very different!

Muneera Amour Alhanashi

My teachers were so great for they
taught me everything I have to
learn prior to my specialisation.
They gave us lectures, mock examinations and personal tutoring so I
was able to surmount the challenges in my studies. Honestly

Muneera Amour ALhanshi is flanked by some of
the staff during her final semester in Faculty of
Foundation Studies (FFS).

“FFS gave me hope
and new life .”
speaking, I lived both good and bad
days in the FFS. I made inevitable
mistakes in my writing scripts and
speaking recordings which disappointed me most of the time. However, I did never stop from redoing
the exercises until I perfected my
own skills. I even told to myself
that learning skills really kills. But
doing them made me honed and
sharpened my communication
skills. I really thank my teachers in
General English, Integrated Project
and Math for they made me live a
new life. Their support is like warm
water from the spring that flows out
freely from their hearts and embraces our weaknesses and cultural differences. They are really indeed a blessing from Above.
Many students feel resentment
when they know that they have not
passed the OPT or the IELTS during the admission examination at
FFS because they have to undergo
the foundation course. They
thought it would only delay their
time in finishing their specialisation
degree. But for me, I never

regretted joining the FFS. Actually,
going through the foundation year
paves the ways of every student in
going to a more challenging path in
pursuing the specialisation course.
I want to tell them, through this
article of mine, that starting from
the FFS completes the metamorphosis of a competitive student and
a globally prepared worker in the
job market. The FFS is designed
not to make our academic life in
Gulf College labourious and difficult
(as others perceived) but to best
prepare us in acquiring functional
skills and basic knowledge before
commencing academic specialisation.
Listen. Do you want to escape from
the FFS? Go ahead if you want to
be half-baked forever. But there is
one pretty sure I will tell you. The
market does not want to hire a halfbaked worker, does it? So why not
follow my footsteps? Start your
career path at the FFS! Go and see
for yourself at Gulf College right at
the neck of Al Khuwair, Muscat
City.

Submit your stories or articles to the Editorial Board
or send them to asunciona38@yahoo.com

Gulf College Key Features:
*Well diversified and experienced faculty
*Degrees give ample employment opportunities
*Path to continue degree programmes in the U.K at any
level through Credit Accumulation Transfer System.
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2 group Computing papers published
Now
available
at
www.jitbm.com Volume 4
Number 1 issue, two
groups of lecturers from
the Computing Faculty
again published papers in
the International Journal of
Information Technology
and Business Management
(JITBM) since 29th August
2012.
Mr.
Abubuck er
Shamsudeen Shaffi and
Dr. Mohaned Al-Obaidy,
the first group who published their scholarly
works, cited in their paper
that most organisations are
confronted with poor network design due to large

group, published their paper titled “A Descriptive
Study on XP VS Waterfall
Methodology.”
They mentioned that many
customers do not like project deliverables due to
complexity of programming
that is why they were encouraged to work on simplicity for the project success of IT companies. It
shows in their paper that
XP methodology is best
suitable for the object oriented
system development where the changes
and communication are
On the other hand, Mr. needed in the project reVarusai Mohamed and Mr. leases. More importantly,
S. Balaji, the second
network, low security and
overhead management.
This encouraged them to
redesign a local area network using VLAN and ACL
solution.
Their paper shows that
VLAN improved the overview of how to troubleshoot
configuration and reduced
cost due to the elimination
of expensive router. Moreover, the paper cited that
ACL filtered unwanted
packets using Telnet and
Ping.

they cited that XP methodology
solves risk of schedule slips,
cancellation of project, misunderstanding business, and additional unwanted features of the
system.
CEO Dr. Issa Al Balushi and
College Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani, through the office of Dr.
Bilal K. Al Omari, Dean for Academic and Research, congratulated the lecturers of the Computing Faculty for their efforts of
publishing their papers and contributing to the collective
knowledge not only for the consumption of GC students and
lecturers but also for the entire
global communities using computer system in their business
institutional operations.
(L-R) Dr. Mohaned
AlObaidy, Mr.
Abubucker
Shamsudeen
Shaffi, Mr. S.
Balaji,
and
Mr. Varusai
Mohamed.
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Taki inducts
new students
CEO Dr. Issa Al Balushi said
in his message in the Student Handbook, “Welcome to
Gulf College. I am very delighted that you have chosen
to come and achieve your

The above diagram clearly indicates the operation of VLAN in switch and
ACL in router as used in the research.

careers with us. On behalf of
the BoD, I challenge everyone
to make your stay with us
both productive and enjoyable.”
The foundation students will
start their pursuit of education
with the FFS while the rest will
proceed to either the Faculty
of Business Studies or Faculty
of Computing Sciences.

